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THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION AND ANGULAR DIRECTIONALITY OF 
METEOROIDS THAT IMPACT ON AN EARTH-ORBITING SATELLITE; H. A. Zook, NASA 
Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058 

On April 12, 1984, the Solar Max satellite was repaired and parts of 
it were returned to Earth with the space shuttle after nearly 50 months of 
exposure to the interplanetary meteoritic environment. The LDEF (Long 
Duration Exposure Facility) satellite was deployed on the same mission and 
at nearly the same altitude and inclination (500km and 28.5O, 
respectively) as Solar Max. These two accomplishments have led to an 
increased interest in the angle and velocity distributions with which 
meteoroids impact on these and other satellites. This is especially true 
for an oriented satellite like LDEF, which is stabilized with the long 
axis pointed toward the center of the Earth and with surfaces 
perpendicular to this axis stabilized with respect to the direction of 
orbital motion (the "apex" direction) of the satellite. The space station 
will be similarly oriented. In this paper, a simplifying assumption is 
made to obtain both the directional and the velocity distribution of 
meteoroids that impact on the orbiting LDEF satellite. The results are 
broadly applicable to all satellites in low Earth orbit. 

It appears that meteoroids do not enter the Earth's atmosphere with 
anything like a uniform angular distribution of radiants (eg., (1)). 
However, the angle between the spacecraft apex direction (in geocentric 
coordinates) and the Earth's apex direction of heliocentric orbital motion 
varies in time over a very large range of angles. This is a result of: 
(1) the spacecraft apex vector varies over a 360 degree sweep during each 
orbit of the spacecraft; (2) the ascending node of the LDEF orbit plane 
precesses with respect to the Earth's equatorial plane (about 8' per day); 
and (3) the spin axis of the Earth is inclined 23.5 degrees to the Earth's 
orbital axis, and therefore its direction with respect to the Earth's 
heliocentric apex direction varies throughout the year. This means that, 
even for an oriented satellite like LDEF, a meteoroid radiant from a given 
heliocentric longtitude and latitude will impact from a great variety of 
directions relative to the spacecraft apex direction. 

Thus, before satellite motion is taken into account, meteoroid 
radiants will appear to arrive in approximately uniform numbers from 
nearly all directions not shielded by the Earth. That is, relative to an 
imaginary non-orbiting (or "stationary") satellite frame of reference 
which has one axis directed along the ever-changing satellite apex 
direction, the meteoroid radiant directionality will appear to be nearly 
randomly distributed. When the actual, rather broad, distribution of 
atmospherically-observed meteor radiants is also considered, the above 
idea may be evelated to, an assumption; namely that, in the "stationary" 
satellite frame of reference, radiant directions are, independent of 
velocity, randomly distributed. The actual distribution of impact 
velocities and radiants on an orbiting satellite is then obtained by 
permitting the spacecraft to move through this random distribution of 
radiants with its normal orbital velocity (similar to ~~otion through a 
very rarified gas). This gives rise to a new "apparent" distribution of 
radiants and velocities relative to the spacecraft apex direction. For 
meteoroids in each direction interval and each velocity interval, n new 
apparent flux is calculated. These flux elements are then numerically 
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sununed, with their associated velocities and directions to obtain the 
final distribution of velocities and radiants. 

Southworth and Sekanina(1) analyzed the radar meteor data, and 
Erickson(2), Kessler(3), and Dohnanyi(4) have independantly analyzed the 
photographic meteor data. They have each separately corrected their data 
for various observational selection effects to derive unbiased velocity 
distribution curves of meteors entering the Earth's atmosphere. ~ook(5) 
fitted analytical curves to the Southworth and Sekanina (hereafter called 
"S & S"), the Erickson, and the Dohnanyi results, and those fits are used 
in this paper--except that they have been slightly modified to reflect the 
fact that the escape velocity at 500 km altitude is 10.9, instead of the 
11.1 km/s escape velocity at the top of the Earth's atmosphere. The 
Kessler curve was not separately fit because it is practically identical 
to the Erickson curve. Each velocity distribution curve has been 
separately used as an input curve into the analysis, to evaluate the 
effect of our uncertainty about which curve reflects the true atmospheric 
meteor velocity distribution. The orginal, or atmospheric mean entry 
velocity for each of these curves are: 15 km/s (S & S), 16.6 km/s 
(Erickson), and 19.2 km/s (Dohnanvi). After transforming to the moving 
spacecraft frame of reference, the mean impact velocities are: 17.4 km/s 
(S & S), 19.0 km/s (Erickson), and 21.2 km/s (Dohnanyi). 

The resulting angular impact distributions referenced to an orbiting 
spacecraft differ dramatically from the uniform distribution assumed for a 
stationary spacecraft. All of the meteoroid velocity distributions give 
rise to a very strong apex direction peak. Depending on the input 
velocity distribution used, the flux per unit solid angle smoothly 
increases, by factors of 32 (S &S), 22 (Erickson), or 15 (Dohnanyi), as 
the viewing direction changes from the antapex to the apex direction. The 
integrated flux on a flat plate facing in the apex direction, compared to 
that on a flat plate facing in the antapex direction is higher in the 
forward direction by factors of 9.2 (S & S), 7.2 (Erickson), or 5.7 
(Dohnanyi). The mean impact velocities on a backward-facing plate are 11 
km/s (S & S), 13.4 km/s (Erickson), and 16.3 km/s (Dohnanyi). These are 
much lower then those on a forward-facing plate, which are, respectively, 
19.5, 21.1, and 23.4 km/s for the three distributions. In fact, for the S 
& S distribution, about 33% of the meteoroids striking a backward-facing 
plate would do so at velocities less than 8 km/s. It is clear that, if 
one wants to obtain low-velocity impacts on an experimental device, one 
should face the experiment in the spacecraft antapex direction. These 
dramatic changes occur despite the fact that the flux increases by only 6% 
(Dohnanyi) to 10% (S & S) on an orbiting spacecraft relative to a 
stationary one at the same 500 km altitude. 
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